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Living Like a Leader: Because I am One! 

References & Tools 

Oils to Empower You as a Leader
*Egyptian Gold
*Myrrh
*Frankincense
*Ginger
*Neroli
*Rosemary

Oils to Balance Your Fire (if leading from fear or control)
*German Chamomile
*Rose
*Peace & Calming

Leadership Styles
	 *Laissez-Faire - lacks clear communication with team members; fails to provide 
regular feedback; style can work with highly-trained, competent and trustworthy team 
members but must be watchful of those taking advantage; poor style for new, 
inexperienced or the unmotivated (think disengaged, incommunicado)

	 *Autocratic - makes decisions alone without the input of others; leader possess 
total authority and imposes their will on team members; style okay for those needing 
extra supervision but very stifling for the creative, collaborative and those who think 
outside of the box (think encouraging team members to run their businesses in a way 
that resonates with them and utilizes their unique gifts as the opposite of autocratic)

	 *Participative - democratic leadership style; participative leadership values the 
input of team members and peers, but the responsibility of making the final decision 
rests with the participative leader; boosts team morale because members make 
contributions to the decision-making process; team members feel valued and that their 
ideas count; (think putting committee together to plan a team rally/event; gathering & 
using ideas from team for the event)

	 *Transactional - leaders using this style receive certain tasks to perform and 
provide rewards or punishments to team members based on performance; leaders and 
team members set predetermined goals together, and members agree to follow the 
direction and leadership to accomplish those goals; rewards distributed when goals are 
accomplished (think well-planned promos/incentives)

	 *Transformational - depends on high levels of communication from leadership to 
meet goal; leaders motivate team members and enhance productivity and efficiency 
through communication and high visibility; style of leadership requires the involvement 
of leader to meet goals; leader focuses on big picture and delegates smaller tasks to 
team to accomplish goals (think leader engaged with group and individuals via social 
media groups, video chat, and occasional live meetings/events)
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*Adapted from: http://smallbusiness.chron.com/5-different-types-leadership-
styles-17584.html


Journaling Prompts
*What are my strengths as a leader?
*In the past, where have I shown room for improvement as a leader?
*Which leadership style(s) resonate with me?
*Write a paragraph or two describing how you envision yourself as an effective leader 
over the course of the next year. Include new strategies you wish to include, specific 
people you feel guided to help, clear boundaries you may feel guided to set, etc.

Crystals for Leadership 
Some people feel more sensitive to the energy of crystals than others. Others may feel 
that crystals are a bit “out there.” If nothing else, carrying or wearing specific crystals 
can simply serve as a colorful reminder of the energy one wishes to cultivate, i.e. a 
sense of being grounded and stabilized from carrying one of the stones listed below. 
They are a beautiful part of creation. Why not enjoy them? 
To empower you in your role as a leader:
*golden beryl or chrysoberyl
*gold tiger eye
*chrysocolla
*citrine
*sunstone
*larimar
If you tend to micromanage or grip on tightly to control:
*sodalite
*rose quartz

Leadership Meditation & Activation
https://youtu.be/u-aBzZn-qdU
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